CONTACT CARLISLE FOR APPROPRIATE RECOMMENDATIONS NEEDED TO MEET/EXCEED ANSI/SPRI/FM4435/ES-1 DESIGN CRITERIA FOR MASONRY APPLICATIONS, PLEASE CONTACT CARLISLE.

FACE MIN = 4-3/4-IN. MAX = 12-IN.

CANT 2-1/2-IN.

FASCIACAP FORMED IN 10-FT.LENGTHS CONCEALED SPLICE, 4-IN.WIDE SPRINGCLEATFORMEDIN 10-FT.LENGTHS SEALANT BY OTHERS

1-1/2-IN.SSRINGSHANKNAILS, PROVIDED@12-IN.O.C. FOR ALL FACESIZES 1-1/2-IN.SS KING SHANKNAILS.

#14 X 1-1/2-IN. UNIVERSAL FASTENER, PROVIDED@12-IN.O.C.

MEMBRANE #14x1-1/2-IN.UNIVERSALFASTENER, PROVIDED@12-IN.O.C.

BLOCKING BY OTHERS FOR ALL PLACE SIZES 1-1/2-IN.SS KING SHANKNAILS.

SEALANT BY OTHERS 1-1/2-IN.SSRINGSHANKNAILS, PROVIDED@12-IN.O.C.
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